Fields of Gold
On page 7
Half Poppy Row 3 – stitch count should read (…..2 x 3ch sps) not 3
Help with Joining:
The ‘join as you go’ method for joining crochet is a commonly used technique.
If you have not done it before you might find this video from Bella Coco helpful.
The video shows a technique for the flat braid join. The part of this video that is
relevant to Fields of Gold starts at approximately 6.30 minutes, but it is worth
watching the whole video as the flat brain join is a great technique in itself!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BjcAtooOAY8
When joining Fields of Gold you need to join to corresponding chain spaces
around another flower.
Your first Sunflower has a completed Round 14 in French Blue with no joins.
Your second Sunflower is then attached as in the method in the video. You need
to match 3ch spaces to corresponding 3ch spaces replacing the central ch of each
3ch section with a chain to join (referred to as a slip stitch in the video) and
match the 5ch spaces in the same way, replacing the 3rd ch of the 5ch with a
joining ch.
As you make each new Sunflower you need to attach it in the same way as you
did the first, but as you create Round 14 on more and more flowers, you will
need to make more joins.
The chart in the first print run of the pattern is incorrect. As the orientation of
the flowers was incorrect, so the chain spaces in which to make the joins were
unclear. The chart has now been corrected and you can download it from the
web site. The new chart will be added into the next print run of the pattern. We
apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.

